
Haikyu!! Vol. 28: A Match Made in Heaven and
Hell
Haikyu!! Vol. 28 is the 28th volume in the popular Haikyu!! manga series.
Written and illustrated by Haruichi Furudate, the series follows the journey
of Hinata Shoyo, a small but determined volleyball player, as he joins the
Karasuno High School Volleyball Club and strives to become a professional
volleyball player.

Plot Summary

In Vol. 28, the Karasuno High School Volleyball Club is preparing for their
upcoming match against the powerhouse Aoba Johsai High School. Hinata
and Kageyama have been working on their synchronized attacks, while the
rest of the team has been practicing their defense and blocking.

As the match begins, Karasuno quickly falls behind as Aoba Johsai's
captain, Oikawa Tooru, uses his superior skill and experience to lead his
team to an early lead. However, Hinata and Kageyama refuse to give up,
and they begin to chip away at Aoba Johsai's lead.
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In a thrilling back-and-forth match, Karasuno eventually manages to tie the
score. The match goes into a tiebreaker, and both teams are giving it their
all. In the end, Karasuno wins the match in a dramatic finish, thanks to a
last-second spike from Hinata.

Characters

Hinata Shoyo

Hinata is the main protagonist of Haikyu!!. He is a small but determined
volleyball player who dreams of becoming a professional. Despite his lack
of height, Hinata makes up for it with his exceptional athleticism and
jumping ability.

Kageyama Tobio

Kageyama is a天才 volleyball player who is known for his incredible setting
skills. He is often arrogant and condescending, but he is also a hard worker
who is dedicated to winning.

Oikawa Tooru

Oikawa is the captain of the Aoba Johsai High School Volleyball Club. He is
a skilled all-around player who is known for his charisma and leadership
skills.

Themes

Haikyu!! Vol. 28 explores the themes of teamwork, determination, and
never giving up. Hinata and Kageyama are able to overcome their
differences and work together to achieve their goals. The rest of the
Karasuno team also shows incredible determination and resilience in their
victory over Aoba Johsai.



Haikyu!! Vol. 28 is a thrilling and inspiring story about the power of
teamwork and determination. Hinata and Kageyama's journey is a reminder
that anything is possible if you never give up on your dreams.
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